Newcastle Australia
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29. Jeff Smith, long time industrial chemist and Creation Research
rep, stands beside a fossil pine tree we excavated from the famous
Pilot seams south of Newcastle Australia. 30. A closer view reveals
the tree proceeds through many thin and thick layers of black coal.

31. We worked hard to prove the fossil tree
went from the Lower Pilot seam through the
Upper Pilot coal seam. It did! Arrow at right
indicates another tree (partially exposed)
below the Upper Pilot coal seam.

Central Queensland Australia
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32. We excavated the second tree
to discover if it also penetrated the
coal seam. It did!
But Polystrate trees aren't only
associated with coal.
33. Here's one we discovered in a
Diatomite mine - and not only the

trees are polystrate. 34. Even the
fossil leaves are vertical, buried in
thousands of layers of
microscopic skeletons of water
creatures ( diatoms).
Since trees live on land and
diatoms in lakes or oceans, only a
flood could have mixed them.

Orthodox geology views each layer
as deposited one after the other diatoms in the bottom layer lived
long before diatoms at the top.
Since the bottom of the polystrate
leaf is the same age as the top of
the leaf these layers cannot
represent accumulating time.

"So how did the vertical fossil trees and leaves get there?"
RESOURCES TO HELP YOU IN THIS AREA
THE GEOLOGY BOOK
By Dr. John D. Morris
An introductory book on the
science of Geology; how rocks
form; how fossils are made;
how to measure the age of rocks. The
geologic evidence is used as proof of
creation and Noah's flood. Full colour
illustrations and photographs. (suit 12yr +)

The EVIDENCE for NOAH'S
FLOOD - An evening at Oxford
This fully illustrated 2 hour presentation
was given to the Association of Geology
and Earth Sciences at Oxford, UK by
International Director of Creation Research John
Mackay. This DVD deals with the amazing evidence
for Noah’s flood. Very useful for upper high school,
college and university groups.

YOUR ANSWER TO
BIBLE SCEPTICS
Powerful 1 hr DVD shows how to
answer sceptics criticisms that
Bible maths is wrong; Noah’s Ark
impossible to build; Missing links claimed
found; and many more. Great for doubting
friends. See the Sceptic Professor’s theories
demolished by Australian John Mackay

Order from any office below or www.creationresearch.net click "Books" or "DVDs”
AUSTRALIA Head Office: P.O. Box 260 Capalaba Q. 4157
Ph. (07) 3206 4467 Fax. (07) 3206 0001
E-mail: info@creationresearch.net

UK P.O. Box 1 Ashton-U-Lyne Lancs. 0L6 9WW
Ph./ Fax. 01952 757 641

NEW ZEALAND P.O. Box 40480 Glenfield Auckland
Ph. (09) 476 8603 Fax. (09) 476 8605

CANADA c/- Westney Heights Baptist
1201 Ravenscroft Rd AJAX ON L1T 4K5
Ph: (905) 686 7782 Fax: (416) 946 1678

USA P .O. Box 281 Hartsville TN 37074
Voice Mail (615) 374 3693
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